Introduction

!
Up to now, automated methods may not be used to evaluate mammographic test phantom images according to the regulations for acceptance and constancy tests [1] [2] [3] [4] . The MammoControl DIANA software developed by the Reference Center for Mammography in Muenster for mammographic screening already offers a platform for automated, centralized quality control [5, 6] . This software enables, in principle, both the transmission of measurement values and test phantom images as well as automated evaluation. Various analysis algorithms can be implemented due to the modular structure of the software. The software gives immediate feedback to the operator. Preparations for automated evaluation of test phantom images in mammography screening are far advanced [7] . The constancy test for screening including a visual evaluation of CDMAM test phantom images must be conducted on an annual basis (in the field of curative mammography every two years). This image quality test that is decisive in obtaining/extending approval to conduct patient examinations has the shortcoming that the foreseen analysis by three viewers contradicts ICRU recommendations [8] due to the lack of randomization and learning effects as well as the switching back and forth between recognizing circular test objects and noise analysis. The test objects themselves can cause significant variations in the detection rate. There is reasonable doubt whether this method offers adequate accuracy and whether it is suitable for this application. A significant change in the detection rate can only be observed if the dose is increased by a factor of 2 [9] . The CDCOM program [10] offered by EUREF [11] does not meet the requirements for a diagnostic method as it does not provide values for specificity and detection accuracy nor has the detection process been clearly described. It is a noise analysis-based method that enables further processing of its primary detection rates in various ways. An alternative method, the freely available CDIC [12] , is a diagnostic method, and its detection method has been clearly described [13] . No limiting values that could be used for image quality testing are available for either of these methods. Nevertheless, the phantom was used in other studies to compare image quality [14] . Therefore, comparative examinations must be made with equipment systems that comply with the existing PAS 1054 and statutory requirements (CDMAM) to determine and compare values in order to extrapolate limiting values that were obtained with different methods. Physical methods provide values based on the IEC Standard [15] for the modulation transfer function (MTF), noise power spectrum (NPS), noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) and detective quantum efficiency (DQE). Diagnostic methods provide parameters such as sensitivity, specificity and accuracy [16, 17] .
Materials and Methods
!
Additional test phantom images were made during the course of the annual constancy tests of digital mammographic X-ray equipment according to PAS 1054 (with 8 CR and 12 DR detector systems; the tests with the Slanted Edge insert started later. This resulted in a weak data basis for the physical methods in respect to the CDMAM analysis). The tests according to PAS 1054 and the visual evaluation of the CDMAM test phantom images were conducted by employees of the Prüfstelle für Strahlenschutz (pfs) (a private German Test Center for Radiation Protection). A test plate for the PAS 1054 test phantom was developed for these additional exposures. It contains two lead edges that are imaged with a slight tilt toward the detector matrix (ROI -Region of Interest, of 10 × 30 mm). The test phantom used is described in detail in [9] . When the test phantom is correctly positioned, the angle to the edge of the Bucky table on the chest wall side equals about 3°. To determine the characteristic curve, a series of exposures was made with different tube loads [mAs] and the target-filter combination normally used for patient exposures together with a "manual exposure technique" with each of the tested digital mammographic systems. The field that does not attenuate the primary radiation was analyzed. The estimated detector dose was used as the corresponding dose; the entrance surface air kerma (ESAK; without backscattering) on the test phantom was corrected by the extended distance to the detector as well as with a Bucky factor of 2. Depending on the detector type, a curve was fitted through the data points with a linear, logarithmic or potential function. Prior to further evaluation, all images were transformed into a "dose image," that is, linearized. In addition to [18] , a window function (Hanning Window [19] ) was applied to the central ROI (see below). The MTF-INDEX is determined as the average value of the frequency range from 0 lp/mm to the limiting frequency of the detector. The center of the test plate, 6 cm away from the chest wall with the test phantom positioned in the middle of the Bucky table, is exposed by the central X-ray beam. This area of 30 × 30 [mm] is used to determine the NPS QC . A flat field correction (polynomial fit) is applied to the NPS QC ROI while maintaining the average value. The 2-dimensional noise spectrum is calculated according to [20] . To create a 1-dimensional display, the NPS QC values of the same frequency (with the same radius in the 2-D spectrum, center = Frequency 0) are averaged. The median of all NPS QC values was used for the NPS-IN-DEX to dampen the influence of fixed pattern noise (FPN) that primarily occurs in the lower frequency ranges. The terms and definitions of IEC, like DQE, NPS, MTF and NEQ are indexed with QC as "Quality Control" to stress on the one hand the methodical closeness and on the other hand the existence of some minor, experimentally based differences to establish these values. Based on the DQE measurement, a modified formula according to [20] was used to determine the detective quanta efficiency [DQE QC ]:
with the MTF-Index of the respective better MTF curve (usually horizontal to the chest wall side), ESAK PMMA is the dose calculated using the characteristic curve from the average pixel value in the ROI to determine the NPS, and Φ in is the interpolated quanta fluence ( • " Table 1 ) and the NPS-Index is the median of the NPS QC values across the frequency range under review. In preparing the reference test image, the dose was measured with a calibrated dosimeter at the position in the phantom provided for this purpose. The evaluation included only systems that provided access to original data (according to IEC Definition [15] , or to DICOM images "for processing" [21] , or to raw data). In the case of some CR systems, DICOM images "for presentation" were saved in the constancy testing mode (linear or related designations) without recognizable image processing. Some of the tested CR units deliver original data, but nevertheless they were processed in such a way that establishing the characteristic curve was not possible (Cropping) but the evaluation of the CDMAM images was. The requirements for visual recognition of gold-plated mammo detail test objects in the CDMAM test images had to be fulfilled, and the responsible radiologist had to agree with the preparation of the test images.
Automated Evaluation Methods
All test images were evaluated with the help of an internally developed batch processing program in which the three methods were integrated: CDCOM (Version 1.5.2), CDIC (Version 3.10) and SE (Slanted Edge). Certain tags from the DICOM File Meta Information (header) had to be used during processing. The headers of the individual test images were supplemented as needed whenever tags had not been automatically filled in. The characteristic curve, pixel value versus detector dose, was automatically determined from the "mAs series." The parameters of the linear smoothing functions (linear or logarithmic equations and/or potential function (y = a*x b )) were recorded in a database. These values are needed for the dose linearization of the original data. The evaluation method described in [9] for the SE method was modified. Instead of using the average glandular dose (AGD) to replace the quanta fluence (Φ in ) in the detector surface, the quanta fluence at the detector was estimated. Normally, Φ in is determined using a dose and an aluminum half value layer (Al HVL) measurement at the detector. However, such measurements cannot be made on site due to a lack of access, at least with DR systems. As a result, Φ in was estimated as follows: The entrance surface air kerma (ESAK) was corrected by the extended distance to the detector (inverse square law, specification of the focal spotdetector distance in the manufacturer's documentation, or, in the case of a lack of access, a fixed value of 65 cm) and an attenuation factor of two was assumed for the Bucky table (see [22] ) and grid attenuation. This factor represents an upper limit and most mammographic X-ray equipment exhibits an effective value that is very close to this value. The error or measurement uncertainty that occurs due to a possibly overestimated attenuation or variation between different systems is probably only in the range of a few percent and is small compared with the uncertainty of the dose measurement. A pixel value is determined in the open area of the PAS 1054 test phantom that is correlated with a detector dose ESAK Det. . According to Boone [23] , the quanta fluence can be calculated from the detector dose and the manufacturer's specifications regarding target-filter combination and tube voltage. That means that by determining the MTF QC , the NPS QC and the Φ in , a value can be calculated that roughly approximates the DQE. The value determined in this way is designated as system power (DQE QC ) to differentiate it from the DQE according to IEC [15] . All physical parameters are marked with the index QC, for Quality Control, to differentiate them from the IEC parameters: DQE QC , NEQ QC etc. A correction of the fixed pattern noise to compensate for low frequency interference as required by IEC cannot be made due to the limited number of images made and the corresponding area. The system power at discrete frequencies (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, … lp/mm) according to IEC [15] was also calculated.
Results
!
Diagnostic Methods
All important data are summarized in • " Fig. 1a , the values for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy that were determined with the CDIC program are all at about the same level regardless of the equipment system used. DR systems exhibit the trend that a higher dose leads to an increase in the 3 parameters. The average values for the three parameters cannot be statistically separated between the DR and CR systems as the uncertainty ranges overlap. It is striking that the standard deviation for the sensitivity, the suitability of the method to detect circular-shaped structures, is significantly greater than for the other two parameters: 13 to about 2 %. With about 10 analyzed CDMAM test images, the uncertainty of the average value of the specificity and accuracy parameters is so small that the plateau value is almost reached. However, the uncertainty of the average value of the sensitivity parameter remains at a high level regardless of the number of averaged test images. The average values reduced by the standard deviation (with a confidence interval of 1σ) may be used as limiting values for acceptance tests. Based on the above, the following values apply when using the CDIC program: sensitivity 24, spe- • " Fig. 1b) , DR systems do not exhibit a recognizable dose dependence. The distribution around the average value equals ca. 6 %. A value of 70 should be used as the lower limiting value for sensitivity S CDCOM . There is no need to mathematically adjust the results to visual evaluation methods as such adjustments significantly depend upon the visual evaluation method selected.
Physical Methods
Values for NEQ QC Table 3 ). The idea of horizontal and vertical edges that was originally developed for testing CR systems also proved effective in testing the Sectra System in which the MTF characteristic curves differ significantly from one another ( • " Fig. 2 ). The uncertainty in determining the NPS QC was estimated using the standard deviation of the values of a potential fit function over the upper half of the NPS QC spectrum. Depending on the system, relative fluctuations of 2 -5 % of the polynomial fit can be observed. The uncertainty of the value for NPS-INDEX can be reduced to under 1 % by using the quantity of up to one hundred interpolation points. The greatest uncertainty in determining detective quanta efficiency DQE QC results from the dose measurement. The uncertainty from the calibration and the determination of corrective factors for different radiation qualities (TFC, Al HVL, X-ray tube voltage U) dominate the overall uncertainty of the method. The estimation of input fluence is subject to slighter uncertainties but is primarily dominated by PMMA filtration. Once NEQ and dose are linked linearly with each other, the sensitivity to changes in dose or detector sensitivity lies in a range of just a few percentage points. The values of the physical parameters of the CR systems exhibit very similar values, especially the NEQ QC value. The values of the Agfa DM X System with "Needle Phosphor" technology are also very close to the other CR results when one considers that the with d2 = Signal (mGy) The first two criteria are fulfilled by diagnostic methods. The third criteria can only be determined by comparison with physical methods.
In performing automated evaluation, the tags in the DICOM header should be used to accelerate the method. Missing or incorrect tags significantly disrupt automated evaluation. We determined during this study that one cannot assume that tags are complete and correct and that possible tag entries in certain fields according to DI-COM do not always lead to a logically clear classification of the systems: e. g. tag 0008;0060 -Modality. In this case, one cannot clearly determine whether a DR or a CR system is involved. The manufacturers' claim of "DICOM conformity" for all of the equipment systems does not ensure that automated evaluation is possible. We also determined at the same time that the term "original images" definitely has different meanings. For instance, operations such as histogram cropping are performed making the plotting of a characteristic curve impossible and preventing further physical analyses.
To enable testing of the physical quality of the detector, all manufacturers must comply with the IEC requirements for original images and the DICOM standard for header tags. The EUREF Group will include the requirement in the new supplement (to be published probably by year 2011) that the original images must be made available.
Diagnostic Methods
Automated diagnostic methods exclude the influence of the viewer and have high reproducibility. However, the values for standard deviation in evaluating different images produced with the same exposure parameters and slight shifts in phantom position are finite: for sensitivity with CDIC about 10 % and for accuracy about 1 -2 % and about 5 % with CDCOM. This requires that a sufficiently large number of CDMAM test images must be made to ensure that the uncertainty of the result remains at a reasonable level: ca. 10 test images also for automated evaluation. All three parameters, the dose measurement, the phantom and the method influence the accuracy, that is, influence the cross-comparability of the results. It should be noted that there are no systematic studies about how diagnostic methods using different detection methods react to interference (FPN and/or TN, MTF changes, etc.), i. e., about the validity of these methods. See
• " Fig. 3 for two sample results of CDIC in which the results of an analysis are presented: gray shaded circles represent the true positions of gold discs (type 3.14). Colored dots -blue in the center and red in corners -represent findings (TP and FP). The EPQC method uses two different limiting values. The ratings "acceptable" and "achievable" should be used with diagnostic methods. "Achievable" should correspond with the average value Qualität/Qualitätssicherung 641
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and "acceptable" with the average value reduced by the standard deviation.
Physical Methods
Characteristic curve: We determined that when using standard exposure parameters for the CDMAM test image, the open area in the aluminum step wedge region was frequently overexposed and could not be used for the evaluation. Therefore, the exposure parameters for the CDMAM test image should be used as maximum values, and subsequent test images be made with a lower dose. Determination of the MTF QC or the NPS QC does not dominate the uncertainty of NEQ QC , but rather the uncertainty of the dose measurement is the limiting factor. The value of NEQ QC is a required parameter to describe detector-related image quality, but has to be completed by an additional value which gives information regarding the imaged dynamic range of glandular tissue respective to the contrast in the image. A specific test procedure is under development. Test equipment: The edge can be produced with an accuracy that fulfills the IEC requirements (5 -8 µm according to manufacturer's data from PEHA med. Geräte GmbH, Sulzbach). That means that the edge testing device does not notably influence the test result. This means in practice that as a rule, only a few test images that can be used for the evaluation must be made and that they are very dose-sensitive. As modern generators and dosimeters have very high reproducibility, a deviation of just a few percentage points in NEQ QC can indicate that the ROI was not correctly positioned when evaluating the image. In such cases, additional test images must be made to exclude incorrect measurements.
Cross-Comparability
Theoretically, one would expect that systems that fulfill the requirements for image quality and dose would exhibit a close correlation between the dose required to produce CDMAM test images and the NEQ QC calculated using the same dose. However, as the CDMAM test is not particularly dose-sensitive, one can only expect a rough correlation between the dose required for a certain NEQ QC and the dose with which the CDMAM test images were made. This expectation was confirmed ( • " Fig. 4 ). One may assume that a minimum NEQ QC value of 370,000 must be achieved. Abb. 4 Vergleich der NEQ QC die mit der Dosis erzielt wird, mit der die CDMAM Aufnahmen angefertigt wurden mit den Ergebnissen der diagnostischen Verfahren (Sectra Ergebnisse eingeschlossen). 
